Two lanes for traffic
retained, excess space
at margins reallocated
as cycle lanes each side

Parking spaces provided at edge of main road,
elsewhere parking prohibited at all times

Service road removed,
more space for shoppers
and greenery

Visualisation: looking south towards The Goat
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Improving the high street by:

• providing more space and better crossings for pedestrians
• reducing collisions
• introducing news trees, seating and attractive paving
• giving easier access for those on foot or cycle
• easing congestion at the junction with Derby Road
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Plans to improve the high street at Ponders End have been developed over a number
of years. The location is dominated by motorised traffic, which hinders other users and
limits the sense of high street identity. The junction at Derby Road suffers from both
congestion and collisions.
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Funding from Transport for London has been secured to make transformational changes
to the way the street looks and works. The adjacent development of the Electric Quarter
brings an opportunity to improve public spaces around the library and park. This site is
already under construction.

Visualisation: looking south towards Derby Road

The wider programme of work to boost local levels of cycling, known as Cycle Enfield,
has made it particularly important to include cycle lanes on the high street, with similar
lanes planned along the A1010 both north and south of Ponders End.
In summer 2015 Enfield Council held public exhibitions at Tesco, met key community
groups and business owners, and distributed leaflets across the area seeking views on
our outline proposals. The 81 submissions contained a range of comments.
Moving the crossing from The Goat to Garfield Road was popular. Surveys show the
latter site is better used. The proposal to remove the service roads to make more space
for people and trees was well liked. Opinion was split on whether the changes would
aid crossing movements, help control traffic speeds, or encourage more cycling. Analysis
indicates a better picture for pedestrians overall, while the cycle lanes will help narrow
the road space and act as a buffer between pedestrians and traffic.
The idea of restricting access to Derby Road was unpopular amongst those living nearest
and has been scrapped. More thought has been given to how cycle lanes pass bus
stops. Detailed plans have been submitted for independent road safety audit. Statutory
notices have been drawn up to define the exact changes to parking spaces. This leaflet
accompanies the notices required by law.
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PARKING & LOADING
Existing crossover
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Ramp gradient to be 1:20 minimum
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The existing layout provides 41 parking spaces on the high street, but surveys show the
typical parking usage across the day is only 19 spaces. Some of this space is better set
aside for pedestrians, given the ample parking areas that exist just off the main road
and the fact that 60% of visitors to the high street travel on foot. Removing the two
service roads and providing bays at the edge of the main road instead will give 17 pay
Proposed 'South Road' raingardens
and display spaces along the high street.
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It is also proposed to remove bays at the end of Garfield Road accommodating 4 spaces
in total. This is to ease the congestion problems caused when vehicles entering from the
high street are blocked by those queuing to exit.
The 17 bays will also double as loading spaces. Surveys indicate that
the vast majority of high street premises have rear loading yards.
Encouraging delivery drivers to use these areas, and to avoid using
the high street bays during hours when parking demand is highest will
benefit the overall function and ambience of the high street.
A restricted parking zone is proposed to cover the high street between
Nags Head Road and Allens Road. This will prohibit parking anywhere
within the zone outside of marked bays. The use of zonal parking signs
5.65present multitude of signs and
at entry points will enable removal of the
yellow lines, improving the3appearance
of the high street.
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Proposed restricted
parking zone (RS-PR

DERBY ROAD JUNCTION
1.50

The existing signalised junction at Derby Road
offers no dedicated crossing phases or signals
for pedestrians, and some crossing movements
can be challenging. Operating at full traffic
capacity during peak hours, it is not possible
to change the signals to provide better for
pedestrians and cyclists.
2.80

Instead an innovative treatment using block
paving is proposed, intended to operate like
two mini roundabouts. Five courtesy crossings
are provided, as shown. The overall effect
of this and the adjacent elements will be to
moderate entry speeds and driver behaviour,
creating a less hostile space for pedestrians
and cyclists to enter. Analysis shows this will
improve traffic flow through the junction.

PONDERS END HIGH STREET (PLAN OF PROPOSALS)
TESCO
NAGS HEAD ROAD
Two lanes for traffic
retained, excess space
at margins reallocated
as cycle lanes each side

Parking spaces provided at edge of main road,
elsewhere parking prohibited at all times
Service road removed, more space
for shoppers and greenery
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Visualisation: looking south towards The Goat
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Queensway: parking
bays and renewed
tarmac footways
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• high quality footway paving
• existing service roads made
footway
• retail parking moved to bays
at edge of road
• new parking zone bans
all parking except in bays,
allowing removal of localised
sign clutter
• cycle lane each side of main
road, narrowed space controls
speed of general traffic
• new street trees and seating

Zebra
crossing
Signalised crossing just north of
Queensway moves to more useful
location near Garfield Road

Pedestrian route
to new academy

Raised roadway
(tarmac)

Anticipated layout of
future Electric Quarter
development
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East-west cycle routes
connected via widened
western footway
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Roundabout style junction to replace signals
In/out access for Derby Road maintained
LINCOLN
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LINCOLN ROAD

Raised roadway
(tarmac)

ALLENS RO
AD

CLARENCE ROAD

www.cycleenfield.co.uk/PondersEnd

CycleEnfield

@cycleenfield

Block paved zone:
Raised roadway in blocks
and absence of usual
priority markings to
encourage a cautious
driving style. Courtesy
crossings and central
islands aid pedestrians.

THE NEXT STEPS
Traffic management orders are the legal
documents that enable the Council to
implement and enforce measures such as
parking restrictions. Regulations specify
the procedure the Council must follow
before making such orders, including
providing 21 days for representations
and objections to be made. All objections
must be made in writing and state
the grounds for objection. See ‘More
Information’ on how to access these and
other relevant documents.
The Ponders End statutory
consultation runs from
Wednesday 17 August to
Wednesday 7 September 2016.
If you want to object to any aspect
of the draft traffic management
orders then please complete the
consultation form at
www.cycleenfield.co.uk/PondersEnd
Or write to:
Cycle Enfield, Civic Centre,
Silver Street, Enfield EN1 3XY
At the end of the statutory consultation
period all written comments will be
considered and the designs reviewed.

#betterenfield
@cycleenfield
CycleEnfield

www.cycleenfield.co.uk

Construction of the designs, as they
currently stand, would take 9 months
to complete, with some phases likely to
cause disruption to the travelling public.

MORE INFORMATION
The following documents can be found
at www.cycleenfield.co.uk/PondersEnd.
Paper copies of the same are available
for inspection at the Civic Centre.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draft traffic management orders
Statement of reasons
Scheme report
Equality impact assessment
Economic impact assessment
Detailed drawings ref. 1689-4-10
sheets 1 to 4

The scheme report gives a detailed
review of existing and proposed
crossing points and an explanation
of the more innovative treatments like
courtesy crossings. The report and the
drawings also provide details on the
four bus stop boarders proposed along
the high street. This facility is where
the cycle lane rises to footway level
allowing the cyclist to pass with caution
between the footway and bus stop.

